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Abstract—Covert channels are a method of communication
that is used to exfiltrate information from computing devices
and break the security policy of computer systems. Any shared
resource can be potentially leveraged as a covert channel, and
conventional wisdom of cyber-security believes that air-gapped
computing devices, disconnected from the Internet, are highly
secured. Recent studies show that advanced covert channel
attacks using acoustic, thermal, and electromagnetic effects can
only work under a limited proximity constraint (e.g., within 2
meters). In this work, we present SpiralSpy, a new covert channel
to attack air-gapped computing devices through millimeter-wave
(mmWave) sensing technologies. SpiralSpy can be stealthily
launched and circumvent strongly isolated computing devices
from a practical distance (up to 8 meters). Specifically, we
demonstrate that ordinal cooling fans can be leveraged for
covert channel attacks. A malicious software inside air-gapped
computing devices can saliently encode confidential data into
the fan control signals, and modulated status on fan motions
can be remotely decoded by a commodity mmWave sensor.
SpiralSpy can be adopted on multiple-fan systems and enable a
scalable capacity for multi-channel and high-speed information
transfer. We evaluate SpiralSpy with 71 computing devices with
cooling fans. Experimental results demonstrate that SpiralSpy
can achieve up to 6 bps that is 6-24X faster than existing
covert channels on air-gapped computing devices. We evaluate the
usability and robustness of SpiralSpy under different real-world
scenarios. Moreover, we conduct in-depth analysis and discussion
on countermeasures for SpiralSpy-based covert channel attacks
to improve computer and information security.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

To date, the covert channel remains a genuine threat to
information flow control and isolation techniques in various
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Fig. 1. SpiralSpy is a new covert channel attack that can steal confidential
information from secure sites through mmWave sensing with cooling fans on
various air-gapped devices.

contexts, from personal computers (PC) to cloud servers (hereafter called computing devices) [1]. Such channels can be
maliciously exploited by attackers through data exfiltration and
colluding applications [2]. Many research works have indicated
that communication media, including networks [3], [4], shared
cache/memory [5], [6], and I/O devices (e.g., USBee [7]), are
the most vulnerable part that can be leveraged for covert channel attacks. These threats lead to the development of mitigation
techniques, such as resource partition on communication media
[8], which restrict dedicated resources to individual processes
for the execution.
Air-gap is a fundamental mitigation to covert channel
attacks by creating a strong isolation environment that excludes
commodity communication media. As a practice under this
concept, air-gapped computing devices are designed to stay
physically isolated from insecure networks and inaccessible
to unauthorized users [9]. Although the design of air-gapped
computing devices represents nearly the maximum protection, researchers and hackers have explored covert channels
through nontraditional artifacts, including acoustic signaling
[10], magnetic leakage [11], [12] and optical surfaces [13].
Besides the research, the StuxNet is a famous air-gapped attack
example through removable media in the real-world [14].
However, these covert channels require either proximity (e.g.,
within a close line-of-sight distance) or network access (e.g.,

send packets over local area network), where the mitigation can
be effective through rigorous physical monitoring and local
area network control. Besides, the bit rate of these covert
channels is limited, which is not effective in real-world attacks.
However, is it possible that a new type of covert channel
exists and enables a stealthy and practical attack on air-gapped
computing devices without the above limitations?

assess the performance of our system under various conditions.
Eventually, we conclude the study by developing SpiralSpy,
a practical (8m away, through-wall), low-cost, and stealthy
covert channel attack that precisely steals the information from
the air-gapped computing devices.

In this work, we introduce SpiralSpy, a fan-based new
covert channel attack to air-gapped computing devices. As
shown in Fig. 1, SpiralSpy system can steal the information from the computing devices through mmWave sensing
toward cooling fans, even in an air-gapped scene in the real
world. SpiralSpy is featured as (1) Stealthiness: No hardware
modification, no sensor emission requirement, and no apparent
abnormality; (2) Practicality: The attack distance can be up
to 8 meters away (4-20X longer than existing non-contact
covert channels) and support through-wall and non-line-ofsight information theft; (3) Fast Data Rate: It supports a
high-speed data transmission that is 6-24X faster than existing
non-contact covert channels and enable the practical transfer
of security data files (e.g., login password, auditory key,
and biometric credentials); (4) Pervasive Media: Opposed
to primarily targeting personal computers, it can work on
pervasive computing devices (e.g., IoT/edge devices).

• We investigate the possibility of information theft through
the fan on air-gapped computing devices and elaborate a
stealthy and practical covert channel without the need of
modifying the computer system driver and hardware.
• We design and implement SpiralSpy system with an
innovative information transfer (one-way communication)
architecture based on the fan’s SpiralRF response. First,
we develop an Agent to plant in target devices for fan
status modulation and data encoding. Then, we prototype
a mmWave based scanner to interrogate and receive the
SpiralRF response. Finally, we model and optimize the
multi-channel attack with innovative command pipelining
algorithms to increase communication throughput.
• We comprehensively evaluate SpiralSpy based on multiple affecting scenarios. First, we study the performance
of our communication system, including the single and
multi-channel attack accuracy. Second, we test the robustness with variances in occlusion, orientations, sensing
distances, and environments. Finally, we discuss the effectiveness and study a set of countermeasures to prevent
information leakage against this information threat.

Our contribution has three-fold and summarized as follows:

The realization of SpiralSpy leads to the following two
technical challenges: (i) How to build a new covert channel
via pervasive media (i.e., fans) to retrieve confidential information from air-gapped computing devices with practical attack
capabilities (e.g., long-range and through-wall)? (ii) How to
design an efficient protocol to complete fast data transmission
in a stealthy way?

II.

T HREAT M ODEL

We consider the scenario where a target, namely Alice,
implements an air-gapped protection mechanism on the computing devices (e.g., PC or IoT/edge devices) to prevent them
from attacks. Observing Alice’s vigilance, an attacker or law
enforcement, hereafter Mallory, aims to breach the established
air-gapped security and steal confidential information or collect
significant evidence from these computing devices. To achieve
this goal, Mallory senses the information stored in the device remotely or through-wall and reconstructs the sensitive
information (e.g., login password, voice token, and credential
image) without alerting Alice or the surroundings. In contrast
to prior work, we envision the following constraints when
Mallory practically launches an attack:

To address these challenges, we first investigate the dependent relationship between the reflected mmWave signal and
the cooling fan status within the computing devices using
a portable mmWave probe. Almost every computing device
today is equipped with one or multiple cooling fans. As
a mmWave signal arrives at the fan, its rotational motion
induces a frequency shift on the incidental wave. The resulting
response (i.e., SpiralRF response) has a tight relationship with
the fan status at the time of the incident. To extract and characterize such a frequency shift modulation, specific fan status
and the resulting SpiralRF response are correlated using a set
of 35 spectral and temporal features after wavelet transform.
A random forest model is then employed to perform fan status
recognition based on the extracted features. Besides, based on
this relationship model, we further design and optimize a fanbased mmWave covert channel attack and information transmission protocol to solve the second challenge. Specifically, to
better control fans on victim devices, an Agent sending scheme
is designed and implemented for fast and steady information
encoding and sending, under restrictions from low-level device
drivers. Given the fact that most current computing devices
are equipped with cooling fans, and there are no permission requirements to access these fans, SpiralSpy achieves
a stealthy and practical covert channel attack towards airgapped computing devices via mmWave sensing on the cooling
fan status (e.g., fan speed). To optimize the performance
of SpiralSpy information transfer, a multi-channel attack is
designed to further improve the attack channel throughput.
Subsequently, we conduct an extensive attack evaluation to

No Hardware Modification or Add-ons: Alice puts the device under a strict-controlled location so that Mallory, without
permission, cannot physically access the device or add/modify
the device hardware.
No Proximity: Alice is alert to traditional shoulder surfing or
other line-in-sight attacks. Therefore, Mallory cannot get close
to the target device, or there is physical perimeter security
in place (e.g., a wall) between Mallory and the target device
during the attack.
No Physical Connection: Assuming that Alice’s device is
physically isolated from the public Internet and well protected
in the local area network, Mallory is unable to directly compromise the computing device from these network attacks.
It is worth mentioning that although it is an air-gapped
computing device, there is still an inevitable need for data interaction between this device and the external storage or other
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devices. Besides, infecting an air-gap computing device is well
studied and can be done via many different attack vectors in
an unconscious way. These unconscious ways include using
targeted malicious programming tools via social engineering,
planting an infected USB drive or other removable storage
devices, attacking the supply chain, scheduling a malicious
insider, and so on [15], [16], [17], [18]. These infections
merely aim to discover and capture the information within
the device while cannot send out this critical information to
Mallory. Therefore, the challenge at Mallory’s hand is how
to build up the novel covert channel and retrieve the stolen
information from this air-gapped computing device without
violating the constraints above.

accessibility and ubiquity of cooling fans, it is highly plausible
to utilize them for stealthy covert channel attacks on air-gapped
computing devices.
B. SpiralRF Response
The key to understanding the covert channel’s risk lies
in accurately modeling fan status in air-gapped computing
devices. To this end, we theoretically investigate the nonlinear relationship between fan status and RF response. For
readability, such a non-linear relationship will be dubbed
SpiralRF response hereafter.
Fan Status in Air-Gapped Computing Devices. To remotely
retrieve the fan status (or fan speed) from an air-gapped
computing device, a robust physical model for sensing different
cooling fans in various applications is needed. Although fan
blades are often designed with a simple rectangular shape with
radial symmetry, fans on computing devices often have meticulously designed fan blades to optimize various air pressure
and airflow application scenarios. This essentially gives rise
to the following variables in a basic fan model: (a) number
of blades, (b) blade shape, and (3) rotating speed [24], [25],
[26]. Concretely, given a fan with N blades, the response signal
returned by the fan system sΣ at a given time t with tangential
velocity Ω is modelled as [27]:

(a) Remote

4π
[R0 + vt + y0 sin(β)]}
λ
N
−1
X
L 4π
cos(β)cos(Ω ∗ t + φ0 + 2kπ/N )}) (1)
∗
sin(c{
2 λ

(b) Through-wall

sΣ (t) = L ∗ exp{−j

Fig. 2. Two typical attack scenarios in daily life: (a) Mallory infers the
password from a remote location; (b) Mallory leverages the penetration
properties of mmWave for through-wall inference.

k=0

∗ exp{−jΦk (t)},

Traditional acoustic-based, thermal-based, and EM-based
covert channel attacks (e.g., [19], [10], [20]) lose effectiveness
under an application scenario with the constraints mentioned
above (details can be found in Section XIV). However, airgapped computing device security in this scene will not
necessarily be guaranteed if Mallory can leverage a small
form-factor and low-cost mmWave probe to perform real-time
surveillance of cooling fan information in an adjacent room
and steal the information from the target, as shown in Fig.
2. In our work, we assume that the air-gapped computing
device is equipped with cooling fan(s) and can be sensed
from outside the case. Given unavoidable air vents around the
cooling fans on the chassis for thermal regulation, regardless
of chassis material (e.g., aluminum, tempered glass, plastic,
etc.), mmWave signals can pass through, interrogate the fans,
and return to the receiver.
III.

where φt is the fan blade angle at radar view at time t, Ω is
the blades’ instantaneous tangential velocity, β is the elevation
angles of the center of the fan blades system at radar view,
R0 is the initial distance between the radar and the fan blade
system, v is the fan system’s radial velocity in radar direction
(i.e., blade speed), L is the entire length of the blade, the blade
shape can later be integrated over the length L to comply with
various design, λ is the frequency of interrogation wave, P is
a point on the fan blade tip, (x0 , y0 , z0 ) coordinate represents
the initial three-dimensional position of P at radar view, Φk (t)
is the phase function of reflected signal at time t for fan blade
at relative index k modeling as:
Φk (t) =

L 4π
cos(β)cos(Ωt + φ0 + 2kπ/N ),
2 λ

(2)

where φ0 is the initial rotation angle at time 0. At the
crux, the frequency and phase of the reflected signal in the
above formulation are dependent on every single fan blade’s

BACKGROUND AND P RELIMINARIES

A. Cooling Fans in Computing Devices
The cooling fan is widely known as an essential and
necessary component of the computing device. A cooling fan
in computing devices consists of several fan blades that are
attached to a brushless rotor. There are two mechanisms of
controlling fan status (i.e., direct current-DC and pulse-width
modulation-PWM), both mechanisms utilize a Hall sensor that
reads real-time fan speed for accurate fan status control [21],
[22]. Fans can be controlled based on these two mechanisms
with a control interface in place (e.g., when manufactured)
and are widely used as a thermal regulation solution in both
consumer and enterprise computing devices [23]. Due to the

Fig. 3. SpiralRF responses are unique at different fan setups (e.g., 1440 rpm
vs 2880 rpm) when interrogated by the same RF signal.
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GPU cooling fan (60 mm diameter with max fan speed 4800
rpm) is utilized to simulate a real-world application scenario.
The fan status is then manipulated by us through the motherboard’s Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI). Given
the duty cycle value (ranging from 0 to 100), the chassis fan
can be manually controlled to maintain at the corresponding
speed. By using a 24 GHz mmWave probe with a bandwidth of
450 MHz [28], the fan is scanned at different statuses under the
commands. As shown in Fig. 4, the frequency shifted responses
from a fan rotating at 1440 (30% duty cycle), 2880 (60% duty
cycle), 4320 RPM (90% duty cycle) are significantly different.
This feasibility test demonstrates the effectiveness of SpiralRF
response in fan status sensing, which can be later utilized for
constructing a fan-based covert channel attack.

Fig. 4. The spectrum of SpiralRF responses after the signal demodulation
are distinct from different fan statues.

tangential velocity, rather than radial velocity, which provides
more fan status detail (i.e., blade shape and rotating speed)
and improves sensitivity upon classic micro-Doppler effect
model that can only provide general radial velocity [26].

IV.

We are now in a position to introduce the main architecture of our designed system - SpiralSpy. At a high level,
we designed an Agent-Sniper two-module architecture for
launching through-wall covert channel attack. The Agent is
responsible for continuously encoding the information into
the transmittable bit data flow (0 or 1) and sending bit data
through cooling fan status. On the other side, the Sniper
remotely reads the cooling fans’ status and decodes the bit
data after segmenting the header/ data /footer section in a
packet, and then returns the binary data into corresponding
information. The information attack process with the twomodule architecture is shown in Fig. 5.

Although the single-frequency model is sufficient to identify the fan status in lab conditions, real-world scenarios often
contain non-negligible noise from the background object’s
reflection and unintended signal superposition from communication devices. To counter the impact of noise and leverage
the mmWave’s wide bandwidth in radar sensing, we propose a
model using frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW)
mmWave to fine-grained distinguish the fan’s reflection signal
containing the fan status information, namely the SpiralRF
response. Compared to higher frequency RF waves, the 24
GHz RF signals can penetrate the wall with better performance.
On the other hand, it has a larger bandwidth (e.g., 450 MHz)
to capture the subtle motions more accurately in the ambient
(i.e., better than MHz RF probes with a kHz bandwidth). Thus,
we utilize a 24 GHz FMCW mmWave radar with a 450 MHz
bandwidth for fan speed sensing. The full reflected signal as
a function of the fan’s status is given in Equation (3):

F (Ω, t) =
∗

B
X

λ=b
N
−1
X

L ∗ exp{−j

sin(c{

k=0

S PIRAL S PY A RCHITECTURE

A. SpiralSpy Planted Agent
To steal information (uni-directional communication) from airgapped computers, a spy malware Agent is pre-installed on
computing devices to transfer the data stealthily. It is worth
to mention that the Agent does not change computation performance, human perceptible noise, or cause anti-virus issues
during the stealthy operation. Using a flexible baseline in fan
speed parameter setting to match the operating system (OS)
fan-controlling curve, SpiralSpy can seamlessly transmit data
while effectively cooling the computing system. In addition,
changes of cooling fan speed will not generate noticeable
noise in human perception. Even high pitch noise from highspeed fans naturally correlates to short-term computationally
intensive tasks in daily operation. Currently, hardware manufacturers [29], [30], [31] have integrated the thermal regulation
process with fan speed control (FSC) modules in their drivers,
and the applications can adjust the fan speed for the sake
of performance/noise trade-off. Note that drivers are required
to run every-time when the system starts, and it would be
impractical to request user input password for drivers to run,
thus. Therefore, accessibility privilege in drivers is usually
granted once-for-all in the installation process. Particularly,
the FSC module, being a part of the drivers, inherits such
privilege and does not request additional permission when
commanded to access fan speed using driver interface. This
results in security vulnerabilities to SpiralSpy attack using the
FSC module in drivers without triggering anti-virus defense.

4π
[R0 + vt + z0 sin(β)]}
λ

L 4π
cos(β)cos(Ω ∗ t + φ0 + 2kπ/N )})
2 λ

∗ exp{−jΦk (t)},
(3)

where F (Ω, t) is the fan status dependent reflection signal from
the fan, b is the initial frequency of the wireless interrogation,
and B is the bandwidth. Fig. 3 demonstrates the intuition
behind this signal reflection model, where we can clearly observe different fan statuses leading to different corresponding
SpiralRF responses.
C. Feasibility Study
In practice, fans are often installed on the top/front/ back of
the computer chassis, where large openings are made to allow
sufficient airflow for cooling. Such design allows mmWave to
bypass the chassis through openings and generate SpiralRF
response back to the mmWave probe. Next, we examine
the feasibility of wireless fan status sensing using SpiralRF
response via mmWave interrogation. To this end, we sense
different speeds on a PWM fan installed on the chassis of a
desktop computer. A NVidia GTX Titan XP Founder Edition

In detail, the Agent utilizes fans on computing devices
(e.g., chassis fans, GPU fans, and CPU fans) to send out
the information by changing fan status to represent different
information bits (e.g., 50% fan speed for 0 bit, and 51% fan
4

Fig. 5. The flow chart for SpiralSpy consists of an Agent-Sniper two-module architecture that allows information theft from an air-gapped computing device
via mmWave sensing.

SpiralSpy reads system’s target fan speed periodically and
flexibly adjusts fan speed accordingly. Thereby, the challenge
is to meticulously distinguish SpiralSpy manipulation on the
fan from the device’s manipulation due to OS regulation.

speed for 1 bit). The Agent controls fans with either DC or
PWM voltage regulation, which can accelerate or decelerate
the fan to a specific target level (e.g., 0% duty-cycle to 100%
duty-cycle with intervals of 1%). To better manipulate the
target fan status, a customized fan status control algorithm
is implemented on the fan control interface, namely the Fan
Speed Modulator.

A. Information Encoder
To address the above challenges on fan control, Information
Encoder is designed to encode binary data in the victim device
into a fan status sequence. In order to accurately represent
binary data in fan status, a bespoke translation protocol for the
Spiral-mmWave channel is designed. The Information Encoder
utilizes the following three rules for packet design: (1) A
SpiralSpy packet is split into header/footer, and data sections
to signal the start/end and data content of the packet to be
transmitted, respectively. (2) The header/footer sections aim to
distinguish SpiralSpy’s fan status from the operating system’s
routine fan speed adjustment, which will be abrupt for a short
period. (3) The data section aims to smoothly and quietly leak
information over a period of time that ensures transmission
accuracy and stealthy for the covert channel.

B. SpiralSpy Remote Sniper
SpiralSpy Sniper comprises careful designs of hardware
and software components.
Sniper Hardware: To capture each fan’s status from outside of the air-gap (e.g., few meters away from the airgapped computer and behind the wall), the Sniper employs an
FMCW mmWave radar (namely the mmWave-Spiral Sensor)
that continuously interrogates the fans and then captures the
corresponding SpiralRF response. As the fan status changes, its
behavior under mmWave radar’s sight can be discerned based
on the SpiralRF response.
Sniper Software: After receiving the SpiralRF response, the
signal is processed into spatial-temporal features to efficiently
describe the response signal and then be fed into a machine
learning classification algorithm that quickly, accurately, and
robustly recognizes the fans’ status. After that, a translation
from fan status to binary data (i.e., Data Decoder) is designed
and implemented to reconstruct the information according to
the information transmission protocol.
V.

Header and Footer Sections: The header section is responsible for marking the beginning of a packet for the receiver
to decode. As shown in Fig. 6, as the time changes, the fan
speed moves to a much lower value with a steep line on the
speed curve and then quickly returns to the baseline fan speed
(i.e., 50%) to get ready for data transmission. Such abrupt
change in fan speed indicates that the Agent starts to transmit
packet via this fan instead of a device system-controlled fan
speed. Because of fan speed control instability, the fan speed
can easily overshoot the baseline, resulting in an error in the
first few transmission bits. Thus, a period is padded to increase
stability and mark the first transmission bit for distinguishing
between the header section and data section.

AGENT S ENDING S CHEME

In the planted Agent, Information Encoder and Fan Speed
Modulator are designed to translate bits into fan speed sequences and execute the fan speed sequences accurately and
timely respectively. Before the Agent transfers the data by
manipulating the fan status, there are two technical challenges
needed to be handled: (1) Fan Hardware: There are some
limitations for fan control within the fan and its peripheral,
such as around 10% inevitable errors in fan status mechanical
control, 0.3s response time before fan status changing, and 0.2s
delay for system notification after changing [32]. Such limitations in fan control make current one-way communication
techniques, such as FSK [33], ASK [34], OFDM [35], inefficient or inadequate in this Spiral-mmWave fan covert channel.
(2) Computing Device System: In real practice, besides the
SpiralSpy manipulation, the computing device system can also
manipulate the fan status simultaneously for routine thermal
regulation. To ensure the attack stealthiness, SpiralSpy does
not block this device system control on the fan. Instead,

Fig. 6. SpiralSpy information transmission protocol for single fan transmission, a full packet consisting of header/data/footer section is shown.
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TABLE I.

It is also crucial to mark the ending of a packet to ensure no
additional bits are added, which may cause unreadable packet
content. Thus, the footer section is implemented to distinguish
itself from the following OS-controlled fan speeds. Similar to
the header section, the footer moves to a fan speed with a
steep line on the speed curve and then quickly returns to the
baseline fan speed, with the only difference being the direction
in the fan speed axis, as observed in Fig. 6. However, when
the footer section starts accelerating with the last bit being a
one, it is likely to be ignored due to its position as part of the
footer section in the fan speed plot. Thereby, a period is also
padded before the footer starts accelerating to guarantee the
integrity of the data section.

AVERAGE ACCELERATION AND D ECELERATION T IME
D ELTAS F ROM 100 T RAILS

Section

Acceleration

Deceleration

Header
Footer
Data

6.205 s
6.883 s
0.326 s

14.708 s
6.266 s
0.302 s

speed change technique is designed as follows: 1) Depending
on the target fan speed, the Fan Speed Modulator accelerates
or decelerates the fan for a duration that makes the fan speed
very close to the target as shown in Table I, if it has not
already crossed the threshold. 2) Perform a fan speed read and
determine whether more time is needed to get to the designated
fan speed. If the threshold is crossed, return to the baseline fan
speed by performing the previous step. If not, perform 1 s of
acceleration/deceleration, and repeat.

Data Section: The data section is designed to successfully
transmit the binary data through fan speed sequence as fast
as possible with integrity. Thus, to maximize the performance,
a protocol with 2 bps bit rate is designed, resulting from a
2 Hz fan speed control rate and 1 bit per sample fan-speed
bandwidth. To represent successive ones and zeros without
constant acceleration to exceed fan speed limit, fan speed edge
detection is adopted. The resulting data section protocol can be
summarized as follows: 1) We define a baseline speed f0 and
a high speed f1 representing zero and one bits, respectively.
2) After the padding time past header section, t0 , the first
bit b0 with timestamp t1 is sampled 0.5s after t0 . 3) For the
rest of n − 1 bits in the data section, if the bit bx is equal to
bx−1 , the fan speed remains still for the next sampling duration
(i.e., 0.5s). 4) At timestamp tn , all n bits are transmitted, the
fan speed returns to baseline speed f0 to get ready for the
footer section. To this end, the protocol packet that contains a
header marking the beginning of the data section and a footer
marking the data section is fully functional for SpiralSpy
covert channel.

Data Section: Different from the header and footer sections,
the acceleration and deceleration duration in the data section
are noticeably shorter and have higher error tolerance for an
additional 0.2 s window. To guarantee that the data section’s
acceleration and deceleration reach and does not overshot
target fan speed, a novel technique is developed. Considering
fan speed delta being only 1%, the difference between actual
fan speed and target fan speed is relatively small after the
average acceleration/deceleration duration. Thus, a precisely
timed acceleration/deceleration will bring the fan to target fan
speed without the risk of overshooting. To this end, the Fan
Speed Modulator achieves rapid transmission of bit data with
integrity.
VI.

S NIPER R EADING S CHEME

In order to read the fan speed remotely, we design the
Sniper reading process as follows. First, the selected mmWave
probe has a high frequency and a wider bandwidth (i.e., 24Ghz
with a 450 MHz bandwidth) that is capable of capturing
more details of an object’s motion. Second, we model the
phenomenon of SpiralRF and build up a list (35) of physical
features related to rotatory speeds. Compared to the spectrum,
the use of our feature list adds robustness to the model
while reducing computation cost. Third, the random forest
can model the nonlinearity of SpiralRF and excel the accuracy
performance through a data-driven approach.

B. Fan Speed Modulator
The responsibility for the Fan Speed Modulator is to apply
the commands received from Information Encoder on the fan.
However, there are many limitations on fan execution from
the driver and the hardware layers, which prevents the fan
speed from changing swiftly (the rate at the seconds level).
Usually, an operating system’s thermal regulation module
updates the fan speed on a default fixed time interval (e.g., 5s,
10s, 30s, 1 min). The native fan controlling driver software
then adjusts fan speed to a new target speed taking approximately ten to twenty seconds. Such acceleration/deceleration
duration will inevitably make the covert channel impractical
(40s for one bit). Thus, the main challenge is to increase
the data transmission rate (via rapidly changing fan speeds)
with stability (into the sub-second level). Using a fan speed
modulator, we increase the communication rate by one order of
magnitude without modifying existing hardware and software
infrastructure (e.g., fans inside computer chassis, operating
system, device drivers, etc.).

A. Signal Preprocessing
To understand the fan speed, we first adopt empirical
wavelet transform (EWT) [37] to separate SpiralRF response
into a set of wavelets as shown in Equation (4).
TABLE II.

Domains

Header and Footer Sections: A common intuition for speed
control, such as vehicle cruise speed control, is to continually
read the fan speed and adjust based on the speed delta. Given
the large fan speed change interval in these two sections,
it is possible to utilize such cruise speed control methods
for execution. To guarantee the header and footer threshold
is crossed with variations in acceleration timing, an iterative

Spectral

Temporal
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S PIRAL S PY FAN S PEED C LASSIFICATION F EATURES

Features
Crest Factor, Flatness, Skewness,
Kurtosis, RMS Amplitude, Lowest Value,
25th percentile, 50th percentile, 75th
percentile, Highest Value, MFCC-15 [36]
Lowest Value, 25th percentile, 50th
percentile, 75th percentile, Highest Value,
Mean Value, Standard Deviation,
Kurtosis, Skewness, Flatness

D. Fan Speed-Binary Data Translation
∧

∧

f (t) = (Wf (0, ω)(φ1 (ω) +

N
X

∧

To achieve real-time communication, real-time fan speed
decoding is performed by the Data Decoder for header section
detection. Thus, a 30-second window of fan speed at a 10 Hz
sampling rate is kept in storage to check if the header section
pattern occurs. To prevent false alarm, the baseline fan speed
is used to cross validate with hard-coded baseline fan speed,
and a mismatch will waive the threshold passage. For the data
section’s fan speed signal edge detection, every last 0.1 s signal
in a 0.5 s interval after the Header and padding sections is
used to perform fan speed classification using signal features
(in Table II). Where 0 is represented with base fan speed,
and 1 is represented with an elevated fan speed. It is crucial to
determine the padding and the following footer section in order
to separate the complete data section in the packet. Thus, Data
Decoder designs and implements a lookback algorithm. The
lookback algorithm starts at the threshold passage timestamp
and backtracks the last timestamp that the fan is at base speed.
Then, the padding duration is subtracted from that timestamp
to obtain the exact timestamp of the last bit. It is also worth
mentioning that Data Decoder can read information bit by bit
in the SpiralSpy channel using alignment from the header
section. Thus, it is possible to perform an early termination,
and the already received data is fully decodable. To this end,
SpiralSpy communication scheme is complete and successful
in transmitting information from air-gapped computing devices
to the attacker through the fan-based channel.

∧

(Wf (n, ω)(ψ n (ω)))))∨ ,

(4)

n=1

where f (t) is the reconstruction of all wavelets that infinitely
approaches the raw SpiralRF response signal, t is time, ω is
the wavelength, which is inversely proportional to response
signal wave frequency, φn (ω) is the empirical scaling function, ψ n (ω) is the empirical wavelets, N is the number of
wavelets in total, Wf (0, t) is the approximation coefficients,
and Wf (n, t) is the detail coefficients given by the inner
products of the empirical wavelets. ∧ is the Fourier transform
representation, and ∨ is the inverse Fourier transform operation. To this end, the SpiralRF response signal is transformed
into a series of empirical wavelets for feature extraction.
B. SpiralRF Feature Extraction
After getting the pre-processed signal, we adopt two categories of mmWave features on spectral and temporal domains
to effectively describe the characteristics. As the fan blades
rotate, the SpiralRF response from a fixed point at the circular
perimeter can be seen as a binary value marking the presence of a fan blade at a specific timestamp. However, such
representation is difficult to extract from response spectrum
directly given a large amount of unrelated information (e.g.,
noise interferences, vibration, occlusions) in reflect RF signal.
Although data-driven models, such as deep learning, could
correlate such noise with fan speed and cause catastrophic
results in real-world testing with deceitfully good training results. Thus, specialized physical features related to rotary speed
are necessary for accurate inference. In addition, the spectrum
information will be processed into 64x64 spectral data, which
is computationally intensive, and limits the deployability in
mobile devices in covert channel attacks. Thus, the use of
our feature list adds accuracy/robustness to the model across
various attack scenarios while reducing computation cost,
which can facilitate real-time remote attack in mobile mmWave
devices with low computation resources. Thus, we employ
the resulting feature vector with a total of 35 dimensions is
presented in Table II.

VII.

S PIRAL S PY H IGH -T HROUGHPUT
O PTIMIZATION

It is worth to mention that current air-gapped computing
devices may have multiple fans (e.g., CPU fans, chassis fans,
GPU fans, and coolant pump fan) installed to cool different
computing components of the system (e.g., CPUs, GPUs, and
DRAMs). To further improve the throughput of SpiralSpy,
we design an optimization approach that controls multiple
fans (i.e., multiple channels) to transmit data simultaneously.
Specifically, one central problem is considered before multichannel information transfer needs to be solved. How to
manage all channels to send data? To solve this problem, the
fan speed command pipelining algorithm is designed for the
new optimization Agent sending process (see Section VII-A,
and the Sniper reading process is updated accordingly (see
Section VII-B).

C. Fan Speed Identification
To accurately decode the fan speed from the feature vector,
we employ a random forest classification module to predict the
fan speed (i.e., duty cycle). Compared to traditional machine
learning techniques such as linear regression [38] and support
vector machine (SVM [39]), random forest [40] is intrinsically
designed to perform multi-class classification (e.g., fan speed
value from 25-100, a total of 76 classes) with better nonlinear dependencies. Compared to deep learning techniques
that are heavily data-driven, the random forest is an ensemble
algorithm that utilizes many smaller classifiers in multiple
layers, making it extremely resistant to overfitting. Thus, we
utilize a random forest model that takes the feature array as
input and fan speed as output. Specifically, the model contains
100 decision trees for efficiency considerations, and the out-ofbag classification error is expected to converge to zero before
all 100 trees are used.

A. Agent Sending Process
To utilize multiple fans in a computing device, the header
and footer sections of the packet are shared, and the data
section is precisely aligned to ensure the integrity of transmission. When multiple fans are present, consecutive commands
to control the fan speed can lead to an arbitrary delay in
executing each of the succeeding fan’s commands. Thus, the
multi-channel sending will have a fixed and pre-determined
time gap between successive channels without overlapping
with existing ones. We design a pipelining algorithm that
pads a flexible amount of time between each command to
guarantee an even time interval. Without proper padding, ∆t21
in Fig. 7(a) is significantly longer than other segments, which
leads to fan speed overshooting target and never coming back,
forfeiting the rest of the data section. Whereas in Fig. 7(b),
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Recognizing the Number of Fans: As the number of fans
increases, the quantity of SpiralRF response is also increasing
in general. To capture such an increase in SpiralRF response,
we utilize spectral and temporal features that effectively describe the signal characteristics. Then, this first-layer model
will output the number of fans to the second-layer model.

each command experiences a flexible period of padding time
that guarantees even duration to change fan speed and achieve
optimal fan speed sensing. The algorithm used to perform data
section modulation is detailed in Alg. 1.
Algorithm 1 SpiralSpy Fan Speed Modulator Algorithm with
Multi-Channel Optimization
Input: B: A list of bits
Lb : Length of list D
tcycle : Per cycle duration
tacc : Average acceleration duration
tdcc : Average deceleration duration
F an: Fan object to leak data
1: f0 = 50;
. Set baseline fan speed
2: initialize();
. Gain Fan Control
3: header(f0 );
. Perform Header Section
4: for ib = 0, 2, ..., Lb -1 do
5:
b = B[i];
. Acquire current bit
6:
sexe = f0 +b;
. Compute target fan speed
7:
if sexe ==F an.Speed then
pause(tcycle );
. Hold speed for 1 cycle
8:
9:
updateFan(F an);
. Update fan object
10:
Continue;
. Skip following
11:
else if b==1 then
Accelerate(tacc );
. Accelerate and Hold
12:
13:
Hold(tcycle -tacc );
14:
else if b==0 then
Decelerate(tdec );
. Decelerate and Hold
15:
16:
Hold(tcycle -tdec );
17:
end if
18:
updateFan(F an);
. Update fan object
19: end for
20: footer(f0 );
. Perform Footer Section
21: finalize();
. Finish the fan control

Classifying Multiple Fans: After getting the number of fans,
the second-layer model then uses the feature vector to predict
the fan speed for each fan. Due to the different nature of
the multi-fan speed control pattern in the data section versus
the header/footer section, a special classification scheme is
designed. To predict the value for multiple fans in the data
section, the number of classes needed to cover all possible
combinations in fan speed is humongous (i.e., 76n for n fans),
making it impossible to classify for multiple fans. Thus, a
meta-categorization is performed to reduce the number of
classes. Given that the fan speeds are mostly changing together,
and the maximum difference in fan speed is 1% in the data
section, we propose a 2n class modeling that records all
possible combinations directly into the values that the fan
speed represents. For instance, a three-fan setup with each fan
representing 0 or 1 at any given time, resulting in a total of
eight possibilities, thus eight classes in classification. Different
from the data section, the header and footer section will require
a total of 76 classes in all cases, given multiple fans can reach
a threshold speed simultaneously.
Multi-channel Decoding: To append data in the original order
for correct decoding, multi-channel decoding implements a
metadata mechanism at the beginning of the data section to
indicate ordering. For instance, Sniper in a multi-channel (three
fans) setup can append three bits in 6 combination orders,
and the number of combinations will grow at a factorial rate.
Thus, the Agent utilizes first log2 (n) bits in each channel’s data
section to instruct the Sniper the correct ordering, effectively
solving the problem while saving space. Upon successful
transmission of the data section, file type and extension are
obtained using binary signature recognition to further display
the file content [41]. To this end, SpiralSpy’s multi-channel
optimization can encode, transmit, and decode data through
the Spiral-mmWave channel for a stealthy attack.

B. Sniper Reading Process
To achieve multiple channel information transfer (e.g.,
three fans in the target sensing area), we develop a two-layer
classification to receive the information.

VIII.

S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION AND
E VALUATION S ETUP

Fans Preparation: A total of 71 different computing components equipped with cooling fan(s) are used in the following
experiments, including 20 GPUs, 20 IoT devices, 20 CPU
coolers, and 11 others (e.g., chassis fans). As shown in Fig. 8,
a mmWave radar is placed from 25 to 800 cm away from the
attacking objects. Representative fans are illustrated, such as
NVidia GTX Titan XP GPU cooling fan with 60 mm diameter,
CoolerMaster Pro 120 chassis fan with 120 mm diameter,
Enermax LIQMAX III 360 CPU AIO fans with 120 mm
diameter, and Raspberry Pi case IoT fan with 18 mm diameter
[42], [43], [44], [45].

(a) The initial pipelining without fixed padding.

Fan Control Interface: SpiralSpy is capable of stealing
data from multiple computing platforms (e.g., PC, IoT/Edge
devices, cloud server) deployed in a variety of application
scenarios. In our implementation, we use various computing
component drivers to accurately control the fans’ speed without

(b) The new optimized pipelining with fixed padding.
Fig. 7. Agent’s novel padding technique makes fan speed control less volatile,
which supports the multi-channel data transfer.
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Fig. 9. SpiralSpy attack performance with three different prediction mechanisms on GPUs. The random forest model shows the superior performance.

Fig. 8.
The setup for the SpiralSpy evaluation mainly consists of the
mmWave probe, cooling fans, and the isolated room.

GPU processing performance in theory. In all scenarios, the
GPU fans are set to face downward (i.e., pushing air from the
bottom of the chassis to GPU heat sinks) and run at different
fan speeds at 1% speed increase interval. The attack results
show exceptional performance and reach a 99.99% average
attack accuracy where the leaked bits are exactly the same
as the ground truth. To better illustrate it, attack result fan
speed versus ground truth fan speed is plotted in Fig. 9. The
high accuracy is also coupled with a correlation coefficient
of 1, which means the prediction is exceptionally close to the
ground truth, and the errors in the sample are insignificant. The
precision and recall are both 99.89%, implying the features
in the spectral and temporal domain accurately describe the
SpiralRF response indeed instead of the background noises.
Moreover, compared to the accuracy of 7% and 17% obtained by the support vector machine and linear regression,
respectively, SpiralSpy’s random forest model demonstrated
superiority in attack success rate.

triggering system or user alerts (e.g., ”nvidia-smi” command
for NVidia’s GPU fans, Windows Management Instrumentation for CPU fans, PWM pin control for IoT fans, and IPMItool
for cloud server fans) [46], [47], [48], [49], [31], [50].
mmWave Probe: The mmWave-Spiral sensing device implementation is a 24 GHz FMCW radar that consists of a pair
of 4 × 4 antenna array for each of TX and RX terminals as
well as 450 MHz bandwidth [51], which offers an antenna
directionality of 19.8 dBi. The weight of the device is 45.5g,
and the total manufacturing cost is less than $100.
Data Collection: For performance analysis, SpiralRF response
samples are collected from various fans and multiple sensing
parameters. The default sensing distance is 1 meter. Each fan
is programmed to stay at a preset fan speed (e.g., 50% PWM
duty cycle/2400 rpm) with continuous mmWave samples under
correct speed labeling. For instance, a fan with a variable speed
range from 30% duty cycle to 100% duty cycle will result in
71 different speeds, and each speed will be recorded for at least
1 second. This process then iterates for 100 cycles, resulting in
7,100 traces in each trail. In total, 106,500 traces are recorded
for training, and 35,500 traces are recorded for testing.

B. Performance on IoT Devices
More and more IoT/edge devices have powerful computing
resources and are deployed as computing nodes. Typically,
IoT devices are designed with wireless modules and builtin antennas and thus enclosed in a plastic casing with an
opening to allow air cooling. To comprehensively evaluate
the performance of these fans, this experiment tests with 20
different IoT devices equipped with cooling fans. To avoid air
flow scarcity at low speed on small fans, the fan speed attack
is set from 50% to 100%, resulting in 51 total classification
categories. As shown in Fig. 10, SpiralSpy is able to reach
the average accuracy at 92.79% with both precision and recall
being 92.75%. The random forest model displayed superior
performance compared to the linear and support vector models.
Since IoT fans are smaller in size (<30 mm diameter), which
leads to a smaller radar cross-section, the attack performance
is slightly lower than the GPU attack results. In general, results
demonstrate SpiralSpy’s capacity to attack IoT/edge devices
even with small form-factor fans.

Evaluation Metrics: In order to examine the performance of
SpiralSpy, the confusion matrix [52] is adopted for better
visualization. The attack result (i.e., predicted fan speed)
versus ground truth fan speed in the percentage of maximum
fan speed will be directly compared. In addition, metrics such
as attack accuracy, precision, recall, and correlation coefficient
[53] are used for a more comprehensive analysis.
IX.

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

In this section, we analyze SpiralSpy’s performance across
multiple fans under different user scenarios. When experimented against GPU, CPU, and IoT fans, SpiralSpy shows
strong performance as following.
A. Performance on GPUs
General-purpose GPUs have become a more and more
significant module in modern computing devices due to their
parallel computing power accelerated 3D graphics processing
as well as machine learning. GPUs targeting different customer
markets may be designed different (e.g., from one turbofan to
three multi-blade fans) cooling solution very severely. Thus,
we first examine SpiralSpy’s attack performance across 20 different GPUs equipped with cooling fan(s). Each of the GPUs
is plugged into the motherboard’s top PCI Express slot to
maximize the utilization of 16 lanes bandwidth, which prevents

C. Performance on CPU Coolings
The structure of the fan on CPU cooling is different from
the previous two types. Given the properties of a working CPU,
low fan speed and high airflow fans are designed with unique
elevated blade shape [54], such fan with a maximum fan speed
of 1200 RPM which means only 12 RPM difference per 1 %
duty cycle change. This challenges SpiralSpy to attack these
fans with significant fine-grained granularity. This experiment
tests with 20 different off-the-shelf cooling solutions for a
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variety of CPUs. As shown in Fig. 11, despite the granularity
challenge, SpiralSpy reached 99.9% average attack accuracy
in 71 class fan speed classification (30% to 100% duty cycle)
and a small portion of error near 30% duty cycle where the fan
itself was not stable enough to maintain speed. These results
suggest that SpiralSpy model is accurate at attacking multiple
designs of CPU fans.
Fig. 12. SpiralSpy multi-channel attack performance with a three-fans set.
Each fan’s attack result is represented by either 0 or 1 in the value label.

D. Performance on Multi-Channel Attacks
To assess multi-channel SpiralSpy attack performance,
we adopt a confusion matrix to show attack result versus
ground-truth value in a multi-channel data leakage (three fans
simultaneously). This experiment tests with five different threefans sets. Overall, as shown in Fig. 12, the average attack result
has a very close relationship with the ground truth and yields
a correlation coefficient of 0.9985, accompanied by accuracy,
precision, and recall all being 99.95 %. Besides, SpiralSpy
can achieve up to 6 bps throughput rate due to 2 bps per
fan simultaneously. It is also worth mentioning that the attack
result shows a small fraction of outlining errors, which is due
to unexpected gains in the amplitude of SpiralRF modulated
frequencies that lead to far-off classification. Although such
outlining factors are challenging to model against, it proves
that the non-linearity in the SpiralRF response was effectively
captured by our model and works for the multi-channel attack.

X.

A. Impact of Attack Orientation
To better understand the importance of tangential velocity
sensing introduced in Sec. III-B, we evaluate the velocity type.
In each test, the probe orientation changes from -90◦ to 90◦ ,
and the average attack accuracy are shown in Fig. 13. The
attack performance of SpiralSpy peaks at 0◦ sensing angle
(i.e., probe directly facing the fan in upright position), which
is based on the tangential velocity of the fan. Besides, the
system maintains relatively high performance as the mmWave
probe moves ±30◦ to the side. However, once the probe
moves beyond ±60◦ from the center (i.e., sensing on the
radial velocity of the fan), the accuracy drops under 80%. As
a result from SpiralSpy’s robustness design in reading fan
speed, it excels at attacking with different angles with strong
performance, which also proves that sensing tangential velocity
is superior to the radial velocity in this covert channel attack.

ROBUSTNESS AND P RACTICALITY
E VALUATION

We evaluate the robustness and practicality of SpiralSpy
under various real-world circumstances. For each test, we
employ 25 different computing devices with fan(s) (unless
specifically mentioned) and follow the same implementation
mentioned in Section VIII.

Fig. 13.
Performance impact of
different velocity types.

Fig. 14. Attack performance under
the influence of the sensing distance.

B. Impact of Attack Distances

Fig. 10.

Attack distance is a crucial factor in covert channel data
leakage that determines possible attack scenarios to the adversary. We, therefore, examine the impact of the attack
distance from 0.25 m to 8 m, considering both mmWave
reachable distance and attenuation of SpiralRF response over
the long range. As shown in Fig. 14, SpiralSpy maintains the
attack accuracy to above 99% even at the distance of eight
meters, enabling a feasible covert attack without proximity
requirement. Considering the model was trained on 1 m, the
robustness of SpiralSpy against distance scale is excellent.
Compared to existing covert channels’ maximum distance of
1.6 m as shown in Table III, SpiralSpy’s high performance at
eight meters expands new possibilities.

SpiralSpy attack performance on IoT devices.

C. Impact of Computing Workloads
Computing workloads on devices may undermine the fans’
stability while spinning at a high rate and eventually result
in fluctuations of fan speeds. Therefore, it is crucial to examine SpiralSpy’s performance under various fan workloads.
Specifically, in our experiment, the workloads of CPU and

Fig. 11. SpiralSpy attack performance on CPUs. Random forest model is
again superior.
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F. Sustained Attack Analysis

Fig. 15. Attack performance with
different computing workloads.

The durability of a covert channel attack is crucial in information theft. To prove the long permanence of SpiralSpy, a
month-long study is performed to understand the performance
stability over time. At the interval of 3 days, we collect a
new data sample to test the pre-trained model. As illustrated
in Fig. 18, the sensing accuracy in this durability test never
fell below 99%, indicating SpiralSpy’s robustness within an
extended period.

Fig. 16. Evaluation to determine the
influence of isolation material.

GPU are manipulated by running different tasks reaching 20%,
40%, 60%, 80%, 100% usage time. As shown in Fig. 15, the
attack accuracy of SpiralSpy is consistently above 99 % upto
the extreme load usage where accelerations are utterly slow.
Overall, SpiralSpy is robust and capable of running at various
computer workloads with a strong performance.
D. Impact of Through-Wall Isolations
One of the key features of SpiralSpy is being a throughwall covert channel attack. In real-world conditions, different
materials of occlusion will be present. Thus, it is crucial to
examine SpiralSpy’s capability to attack fan with different
occlusion scenarios. To simulate various application scenarios,
popular materials such as plastic, wood, tempered glass (i.e.,
T. glass), and foam are set between the computing device and
the Sniper. As shown in Fig. 16, the performance of SpiralSpy
reaches above 99% with all four occlusion scenarios, proving
SpiralSpy’s robustness against fan isolation.

Fig. 19. Single-channel and multi-channel attacks on three different types of
private data files (i.e., text, audio and image).

G. Multi-channel Attack Analysis
To examine SpiralSpy’s capability in stealthily leaking
data in multi-channel scenarios, we design experiments to
transmit different types of privacy-related data (e.g., the password for financial accounts [56], iris code image that unlocks
smartphone/door-lock [57], and confirmation voice audio that
banks often use for user authentication in phone calls [58]). In
each of the three trails, the attack based on a single fan with
Corsair ML140 (Single-C) and multi-channel fans (three fans)
from Enermax CPU AIO (Multi-C) are conducted, which test
with text password (i.e., “A1b2!@/” in plain text .TXT file 42 bits), voice confirmation (i.e., recorded audio data “Okay”
in .MP3 file - 5400 bits), and partial iris code image (i.e., 60
x 60 black and white image in binary logical representation
- 3600 bits). For the single-channel attack, the transmission
duration of the three trails lasts 1, 46, and 31 minutes with
an average accuracy of 99.9%, 99.4%, 99.1%, respectively.
The transmission duration for three attacks verifies 6 bps rate
deducted from 2 bps per fan. For the multi-channel attack, the
transmission duration is 1, 16, and 11 minutes with an average
accuracy of 99.6%, 99.1%, 99.4%, respectively. Fig. 19 shows
the three attack trails, including their ground truth and attack
results. Clearly, as we can see, the reconstructed text, audio,
and image are almost identical to the ground truth, showcasing
the severe security implication of SpiralSpy in a multi-channel
attack.

E. Impact of Ambient Dynamics
Another essential consideration in attack is ambient interference. We select four common influential factors on our
attack system in our daily life, including magnetism, vibration,
and human interference, and air humidity. (1) high humidity
scenario where humidifier directly pumps moisture in front
of the fan; (2) a high magnetic field scenario where a one
cm diameter grade Y30 magnet [55] is placed in front of
the fan, one cm away from the rotating center; (3) a high
vibration scenario where a smartphone is placed on the chassis,
introducing constant vibration; (4) and a human interference
scenario where a subject is walking in the radar line of sight
but not blocking the fan. As shown in Fig. 17, SpiralSpy
maintains high attack accuracy despite substantial interference
such as moisturized air being pulled into the fan. Given SpiralSpy’s system design filtering out nonrelated information in RF
signals, SpiralSpy is robust against environmental interference
with attack accuracy above 98 % in all four scenarios.

XI.

R EAL - WORLD ATTACK

Experimental Setup: Due to the accessibility and portability
of the setup, the attack system can access the target fan used
in various public spaces. Thus, to examine SpiralSpy’s attack
performance in the real world, we conduct the real-world
fan-based covert channel attack in two scenarios. In the first
scenario, the air-gap prevents the attacker from being in close
proximity with the computing device. The mmWave probing

Fig. 17.
Performance impact of Fig. 18. Attach performance against
different environmental factors.
one-month time change.
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as “...1001100...”. Also, in the fingerprinting image, a binary
error flips a black/white representation of a pixel, changing the
little ridge’s pattern. For example, one part, “...00010100...” is
mistakenly intercepted as “...00011100...”. Moreover, generally
in the attack results, the audio sounds nearly identical to the
ground truth, and the fingerprint is indistinguishable from the
ground truth image by humans and machines (e.g., the speaker
identification [60], and fingerprint minutiae matching [61]).
Thus, these results suggest that this attack system provides
reliable performance in actual practice.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 20. Real-world attacks are conducted in two everyday scenarios: (a)
Scenario 1: The attacker infers the credential information from a remote
location in a hall; (b) Scenario 2: The attacker implements a through-wall
inference against an isolated room. The attacker can pretend as a staff, and
the probe can be hidden in a normal handbag or cleaning cart, arousing no
suspicion to the victim and nearby people.

device is hidden in a carrier container that does not raise suspicion (e.g., backpack, laptop sleeve bag). The attack distance
is set to be 8m. Next, in the through-wall scenario, a thick
wall (i.e., 20 cm) is employed to test SpiralSpy’s through-wall
attack capabilities. Furthermore, the air-gap forces the attacker
to disguise/fit into an object that would naturally appear to be
stationary on the other side of the wall (e.g., cleaning cart in
office buildings). The attack distance is 70cm. As shown in
Fig. 20, the mmWave probing devices are placed air-gapped
from the victim computer. It is worth mentioning that each
scenario will use three types of data covering three common
file media (text, audio, and image), and each file type will
be attacked using both the single-channel and multi-channel
methods.

Fig. 21. Real-world attack results in two different scenarios against the
ground truth. (S) is short for Scenario.

XII.

C OUNTERMEASURE A NALYSIS

In this section, we will discuss two sets of practical countermeasures against SpiralSpy in the following section. The
first countermeasure set (i-iv) is the physical-based protection,
altering the working environment, user behavior, or hardware
to mitigate the security risk. The second set (v-vi) is the virtualbased countermeasure, a purely software-based solution with
no hardware or working procedure requirement.

Evaluation Results: As shown in Fig. 21, the attack results
for three file types in two scenarios are illustrated. The attacks
for meeting detail text (240 bits), token detail text (272 bits),
fingerprint image (3600 bits), and confirmation audio file
(4200 bits) took 3, 3, 31, and 36 minutes in a single-channel
(Single-C) attack, and 2, 2, 11, and 13 minutes in multichannel (Multi-C), respectively. Given the fixed time interval
in protocol packet design, no bits are ever lost or misplaced in
the attack results. The performance of SpiralSpy achieves an
average of 99.4 % across text file experiments. Some bits are
misinterpreted by the Sniper resulting. However, these typolike words in text files produce little impact on information
theft. For instance, the letter “g” in word “building” represents
103 decimal or 1100111 binary in 8 bit ASCII encoding, as the
fourth bit 0 is mistaken with 1, the decimal value is changed
to 111, resulting in the letter “o” and the word “buildino”
in Multi-C S2. Besides, for the audio file and the fingerprint
image, the average accuracy is 99.4% and 99.1%, respectively.
Some binary errors can be discovered in results, yet these look
like slight “noise” and do not affect the main characteristics
of audio and fingerprint. In the audio file, a binary error does
minor damage to overall sound since audio encoding such as
MP3 segments audio into different parts [59]. For instance, a
part of the data stream “...1001000...” is incorrectly recognized

(i) Large Isolation Zone: One of the most intuitive defenses
is to create a substantially large isolation zone (e.g., thousands
of square feet), which is considered effective against most
of the air-gapped attacks, including SpiralSpy. However, it
is not practical (e.g., due to cost and usability) in real-world
scenarios.
(ii) Shielding the Device: Electromagnetic Field (EMF)
shielding (e.g., aluminum foil) can be applied to the computing
devices with fans to block the mmWave sensing signal, as
shown in Fig. 22(a). The shielding on the device can eliminate
mmWave from going in or out the device to prevent SpiralSpy covert channel attack. However, there are few practical
concerns when implementing this method on computing devices. First, using EMF shielding material to cover the device
case/fan set will inevitably cause thermal regulation issues
due to lack of heat dissipation, making the device difficult
to operate or inoperable. Besides, deploying the shielding
material increases the extra cost. In addition, another option
is to employ a professional electromagnetic shielded room for
isolation. However, this solution will substantially increase the
cost and is difficult to scale.
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(iii) RF Interference: Another possible way to eliminate this
covert channel is to block the mmWave receiving channel
with a radio frequency interfering device (e.g., mmWave
jammer), as shown in Fig. 22(b). By doing so, mmWave
receiving terminals in the surrounding will be flooded with full
amplitude waves in the spectrum and fail to perform fan speed
recognition. However, it is challenging to implement without
knowing the SpiralSpy carrier mmWave frequency in actual
practice. Besides, this jammer device can harm the health of
the staff nearby when working for a long time.

(a)

Fig. 22.
Examples of countermeasures for SpiralSpy: (a) shielding the
device case with aluminum foil; (b) the covert channel interference with an
RF jamming device.

(iv) Honeypot Device/Fan: It is also possible to prevent
this covert channel by deploying a similar extra computing
device/fan nearby to spoof and deflect the mmWave sniper.
However, SpiralSpy can resist this countermeasure with a
specially designated header and footer section of the packet.
Besides, benefited from the EWT signal separation, SpiralSpy
can eradicate the noise from the extra fan at the initial step in
the reading scheme. Moreover, it is arduous to figure out the
SpiralSpy information transmission protocol coincidentally in
actual practice. Also, it will increase the protection cost.

75% fan speed is +2 to +4 dB at 10 centimeter distance, where
the ambient noise is at 34 dB. Compared to the background
noise, it is hardly distinguishable by the human ear at a
100 cm distance. For the data section, because SpiralSpy’s
acceleration and deceleration is kept at minimal (i.e., ± 1 %
of maximum fan speed), the fan speed change is unnoticeable
acoustically. Since SpiralSpy does not rely on traditional networking infrastructure to transmit data. Moreover, SpiralSpy
causes little to no variation in power consumption of the fan
(less than 0.01%), making it stealthy toward power monitoring
applications as well.

(v) Blocking the Fan Control Interface: Since the covert
channel is based on the fan status, the system can completely
lock the fan control interface to disable SpiralSpy’s ability
to transmit data. However, this solution leads to the sizeable
irritating noise or supernumerary power consumption from
the fan, which can heavily affect the ordinary usage of the
authenticated users when they have no fan speed control
access. Moreover, many professional or commercial software
utilize fine-grained fan control to keep the high performance
[29], [30], [31]. If the device system blocks the fan control
interface, it can also impair these software performances and
user working efficiency.

Fan Speed Adjustment: In order to further increase the
data transmission rate, it is possible to increase acceleration
and deceleration curves through more fine-tuned control (i.e.,
shorten the time to change speed). For example, it is an option
to improve the acceleration speed by modifying the current
hardware and applying a higher voltage on the fan. However,
such a solution is not suitable for this attack and inevitably
makes notable noise.
Strict Scrutiny Against the Agent Implantation: In order
to counter SpiralSpy’s Agent implantation through social
engineering or supply chain attack, security protocols for
access control can be more strictly implemented and enforced.
Sadly, catching a security breach through social engineering is
still a complex and classic security problem involving devices
to humans, which remains a cat and mouse race that is
exceptionally challenging to patch thoroughly.

(vi) Anti-Agent Scan: In highly secure computing scenarios
such as air-gapped computing, it is natural to install some form
of anti-virus software to routinely check malicious activities
(e.g., abnormal network traffic). Given SpiralSpy’s covert
channel does not utilize any network module (e.g., Ethernet,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth), it is hard for existing anti-virus software
to recognize SpiralSpy’s program as malicious through network traffic monitoring. Furthermore, SpiralSpy’s software
program utilizes driver-level command provided by hardware
manufacturers that manipulates fan speed as if the user is
acting on the switches. Such design tricks the user by acting
as OS thermal regulatory operation and tricks anti-virus by
pretending as user actions. During the evaluation, top popular
anti-virus protections (all latest versions), Windows 10 Defender, HuoRong Security, and McAfee Security Scan, do not
report any security issues and warnings about this SpiralSpy’s
Agent. Additionally, it is possible to design specific anti-virus
protections for fan modulation. However, this solution is still
considered inadequate since it is hard to differentiate the fan
modulation resulting from the Agent or other professional or
commercial software.
XIII.

(b)

Attack Distance: The attack distance can be potentially
prolonged to more than 10 m with a set of professional
instruments in mmWave band toward air-gapped computing
devices [63]. However, this solution dramatically increases the
attack cost (5X higher cost).
Agent Optimization: Representative information encoding
methods, such as SHA-256 [64], can be utilized for the Agent
sending process. However, such optimization requires more
computation resources, easier to trigger alerts in usage monitoring. Moreover, the information encoding method selection
is out of the scope of this attack work. Besides, it is an option
to divide the packet data into multiple smaller packets and send
them sequentially to increase the attack robustness. However,
it inevitably costs more time in information transmission,
sacrificing the attack speed and stealthiness.

D ISCUSSION

Future Applications: This covert channel opens up possibilities for various application scenarios that involve both
RF sensing and rotating objects. Considering the ubiquity
of objects that carries rotational motion in the real world
(e.g., vehicle tires, motors, drone propellers), this work has

SpiralSpy Stealthiness Analysis: SpiralSpy is designed to
maintain stealthiness while transmitting data through fan speed
control. While transmitting the header and footer section, the
noise increase measured from a turbo GPU fan from idle to
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TABLE III.

A C OMPARISON OF C OVERT C HANNELS ON A IR - GAPPED C OMPUTING D EVICE

BitWhisper [10]
GSMem [20]
Odini [11]

Channel
Modalities
Thermal
EM Leakage
Magnetic

AiR-ViBeR [62]

Vibration

1.6 m

Fansmitter [19]

Acoustic

1m

SpiralSpy

Tangential
Velocity

8m

System

Distance

Stealthiness

Bit rate

Through-Wall

0.4 m
1m
1.5 m

No (CPU Full Load)
No (Memory Full Load)
No (CPU Full Load)
No (Loud Noise from
max fan speed)
No (Loud Noise from
max fan speed)

<< 1 bps
2 bps
1 bps

No
No
Yes

MultiChannel
No
No
Yes

0.5 bps

No

No

0.25 bps

No

No

Yes

2-6 bps

Yes

Yes

the potential to turn objects carrying fine and rapid rotational
motion control into a SpiralSpy channel.

XIV.

XV.

C ONCLUSION

This paper identified and designed a stealthy and practical fan-based covert channel attack on air-gapped computing
devices using mmWave sensing. SpiralSpy exploited the SpiralRF response based on the tangential velocity of the fan. We
designed the customized information encoder and fan speed
modulator on the victim device to send the credentials. Then,
we developed an end-to-end SpiralSpy sniper to extract the fan
status and decode the credential information after receiving
the SpiralRF response from the fans. Finally, we optimized
the multi-channel attack with multiply fans to magnify the
information transmission (one-way communication) throughput. SpiralSpy achieved information theft with a rate of 6
bits per second in 8 meters without computer hardware and
driver modification. It recommends sensitive and protected
computing devices to be careful about this new covert channel
attack and provides a new view further to explore the security
of the air-gapped computing devices.

R ELATED W ORK

Air-Gapped Computing Device Covert Channels: Several
attempts have been made in the literature to explore the
covert channels on air-gapped computing devices. Such attacks usually leverage nontraditional communication media
to enable data exhilaration or collude, such as acoustic [65],
[19], [66], optic [67], [68], RF [20], [69], [70], thermal [10],
[71], and magnetic [11] artifacts. However, covert channels
based on these modalities either demand proximity or require
network access, leaving mitigation against them easy to find.
Meanwhile, their communication capability is very limited that
impractically poses threats in real practice. Using a low-cost
mmWave radar, SpiralSpy is the first work that utilizes the
SpiralRF response of rotational fans to realize a covert channel,
while having minimal thermal, acoustic, and computation
usage impact on normal computation operation. As shown in
Table III, SpiralSpy demonstrates substantial superiority in
long attack distance, fast data transmission, through-wall, and
multi-channel as a stealthy and practical covert channel.
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mmWave Sensing: Originally invented as a means for wireless
communication (e.g., 5G networking) [72], [73], recent years
are witnessing a growing interest in using mmWave radios
for mobile sensing. Owning to its fine-grained ranging ability, mmWave signals are found effective for location-based
services such as navigation, mapping, and object reconstruction/imaging [74], [75], [76], [77], [78]. In the regime of
the mmWave radar, researchers utilize the unique relationship
between the signal reflection characteristics and objects in the
field of view for identifying material types and object status
(e.g., pattern, temperature, metallicity and wear etc.) [79],
[80], [81], [82], [83], [84]. A particular property of mmWave
signals related to our work lies in their micro-Doppler effect
(c.f. Section. III) or the power distribution, by which one can
estimate an object’s micro-motion for a range of applications,
such as vital sign monitoring [85], vibration detection [86],
[87], [88], gesture recognition [89], and hand gesture tracking
[90]. However, in contrast to the prior arts that are based on
the radial velocity of a moving object, SpiralSpy is the first to
utilize the tangential velocity of the fan for the covert channel
attack and thereby provides more sensing granularity than the
classic micro-Doppler effect in this work.
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